Population data on the X chromosome short tandem repeat loci DXS10011, DXS101, DXS6789, DXS7132, DXS8377, and DXS9895 in Taiwan.
X chromosome linked short tandem repeat (STR) are powerful auxiliary systems to genomic STR, they are helpful for differentiating if two women have the same father directly, avoiding some of the ambiguity generated from sibship estimation. This report contains the results of population studies on the X chromosome STR DXS10011, DXS101, DXS6789, DXS7132, DXS8377 and DXS9895 carried out in Taiwan. The common alleles of each locus were sequenced and used in a control ladder to type unknown samples. The numbers of unrelated individuals were 273 (female 92 and male 181) for DXS10011 locus, 448 (female 135 and male 313) for DXS101 locus, 447 (female 135 and male 312) for DXS6789 locus, 414 (female 119 and male 295) for DXS7132 locus, 450 (female 135 and male 315) for DXS8377 locus and 413 (female 120 and male 293) for DXS9895 locus. These STR polymorphisms will be a useful marker for parentage testing especially when disputed blood relative is female.